Shark
Shark swims swiftly
Water around clear and cold
Fear strikes everyone
The tree
So much depends upon
a tall tree
covered in dew
beside many others
Oranges

I can see trees full of bright oranges and a blue sky.
I can smell citrus and leaves.
I can feel plump oranges and smooth bark from a tall tree.
I can taste the fresh air and the freshly picked oranges.
I can hear oranges dropping from trees and leaves blowing in the wind.
The rainbow lorikeet

In the wind the country
Is filled with coloured birds
They have bright colours
They travel in herds

In the sunlight the country
Has one particular lorikeet
Calm yet noisy
Which stops to eat
The frog
A green, slimy beast
Has its buzzing feast
It has huge eyes
It never lies
Because it cannot speak
It is particularly weak
When it comes to the bigger beast
Who prepares his green slimy feast
He says bonjour
And he eats it all
Style: personification

The Chair
Sitting there still
Upon the hill
Staring onto teasing couples
All alone has no troubles
No one cares much about
The chair who sits throughout the drought